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The ga_-dyns_mic imvestigattom_ of the pulse-Jet tube conducted

at tke Technical High School at Aac}:en is presont_d in two parts.

Part I was _ssued in JLaue ].9_S _d Pa_, iI _n August !9_; both parts

are presented here "under one cover. 'i_9 contents of each part !s

shcc,m by the fcl!owing brief s_:_.arles ;

Part I - !r.f].u:_nce of t__e fo_ of the je_ tube, of the effective

cross-sectional area of the valves, of ]_oaklness in the valves_ &ud

of the speed of flight on the mode of operat'ou of the pulse-jet tube

and on the ratio of the _nount ,0f charge induced for the second cycle

to the standard charge postulated for the first cyc]e.

Part II - Consideration of the secfaence of pressurL_ changes during
combustion.
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ENGINEERING DI:PARTMENT

NATIONAL ADVISORY CO_iTTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

T_C}!NIC_L _MORAND_I NO. 1131

CAS-Dkq_/_IC I_TF/_T_GA IONS OF THE PULSE-JET TUBE*

PART I

By F. Schultz-Grunow

Based upon a simplified representation of the mode of operation

of tDe pulse-jet tube_ the effect of the influences mentioned in the

title were investigated and it will be shown that, for a jet tube with

a form designed to be aerodynamically favorable, the ability to operate

is at least questionable.

k,v"
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INTRODUCTION

The jet tube discussed herein is sho_zn in its simplest cylindrical

form in figure I. Distributed o_;er the cross section at the left-hand

or inlet end of the tube are air valves that open automatically when-

ever the pressure within the tube is lower than that outside and permit

only inward flow. He_.e also are located fuel-injectlon valves, which

likewise open automatically at ]o_ pressure within the tube. The

rig_t-hand, or exhaust, end of the tube is open.

In a correctly proportioned Jet tube, if a fuel-air mixture ini-

tially present in the inlet end of the t1$e in sufficient quantity is

ignited, an autolr_tically repeating working cycle begins, which con-

sists of the explosion of the fresh charge, its exhaust, the sucking

in behind it of a new mixture by the inertia of the ez_austing gas

col_mm, and the automatic ignition of the new mixture, wherewith the

process begins anew. _e fuel-energy introduced is so transformed

into heat and kinetic ener_ that exhaust occurs at a greater velocity

than that of intake, _tence a thrust results.

*"Gasdyns_mische Untersuehungen am Verp_tffungstrshlrohr."

f. Mech., Tech. Bochschu!e Aachen (Z%[B), Forschungsbericht

Nr. 2015/1 u. _.
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In particular, the processes of nonuniform movementin the tube
will be discussed here on the basis of the law of propagation of gas-
pressure waves of finite o_iplltude and in the simplest manner, namely,
assuming adiabatic changes of state _d further assuming that at the
bog_nning of the working cycle there is present, adiabatically com-
pressed relative to the surrounding a_r, a collnun of fresh charge,
which suddenly expands. In accordance with the data given by
Psul Schmidt_ let the length of the column of fresh charge be one-
seventh of the tube length, c_d the initial pressure 1.5 atmospheres
above local atmospheric pressure.

These prescribed initial conditions largely predetermine the
temporal course of variation of the excess pressure at the inlet cross
section of the tube, from which the thrust results. The reader should
therefore not expect to find in the following remarks a theoretical
method of ca]culat_ng the thrust; nor could this be c_xpectedin any
case because the combustion process so completely eludes theoretical
treatment that here experimentation alone is decisive. But what can
be accomplished is the investigation of all the proaesses set in
motion by tho roverb_rating gas waves and the _nfluence thereon of
any structural alterations, combustion pressure, and flight speed.
The criterion on which the effect of these factors will be more or
less favorably adjusted will be, aside from the ability of the tube
to operate, the increase achieved in the quantity of fresh charge
sucked in and available at the end of a working cycle, inasmuchas a
larger quantity will categor_c_!ly possess a greater content of
thermodyns_mically useful work. D_ta so obtained have been confirmed
in experiments and have proven useful in the development of a jet-
tube form of low air resistance. Mc_rGover,such data facilitate the
explanation of manyphenomenaobserved in Jet-tube work.
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SYMBOLS

distance, from inlet end toward exhaust end

t_me, from beginning of a working cycle

tube length

length of cohnun of fresh charge at beginning of first working

cycle

length of cohen of fresh charge at beginning of second working

cycle
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T = tal/R ,

_' = R"/R

T

P

Pl

p density

Pl atmospher_ c density

= Cp/C v = 1.4

M'

M"

FR

FE

gas velocity

ve!oc_ty of sound

velocity of sound _n local atmosphere

velocity of sound at u = 0 or at stagnation point

= x/R, nondimenslonal distance

nond_menslonal time

period of one _orklng cycle

pressure

local atmosrheric pressure

quantity of fresh charge at beglm%ing of first working cycle

quantity of fresh charge at beginning of second working cycle

cross-sectional area of tube

total effective cross-sectional area of air valves open for intake

= FE/F R

F_ D_V_[T IJ_

Method of investigation.

Making the assum_ptlon of one-dlmenslona! movement along the axis

of the tube, the pressure waves can be follo_-ed graphicaily in a

system of coordinates of which the ordinate is time t and the
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abscissa the distance x traveled by the wave. An exemple of this
representation of distance as a function of time is the graphic
representation of a railvay timetable in figure 2. The train leaves
station A at tlme t = 0 and moves toward B with the constant speed
uI. At B it halts for At seconds _ud then proceeds further with
the reduced speed u2, The course of the line in figure 2 shows
where the train is at a given time and _hen it will reach a given
place. Its slope as measured from the t-axls represents the speed

dx
because u - dt' The greater the deviation, the greater the speed.
Zero slope from the t-axis indicates a state of rest; a leftward
slope vould indicate motion in the reverse direction.

In order to understand better the gra_llc methods to be used
herein, reference mayhere be mad_to four reports in which the laws
of propagation and reflection of pressure waves of finite _mplitude
_n gases were investigated. (See reference l, p. 522, and references 2
to 4.) According to these reports, bhere exists in a tube of uniform
cross section the following relation between the velocity of sound a
and the gas velocity u in an

2 daoutfiowing (+x direction) wave, du = _ - i

2
inf!owing (-x direction) wave, du = + K--_ da

or integrated

2
au --v  -z-y aai (1)

These are l_near relations, _ich pormlt a and u to be super-
imposed when opposing waves interact. These relations can also be

so arranged that, with reference to the quantities defined by
Riemann,

there belongs to each element of an outflowing wave sn r value that

does not change evon _en an !nflowlng wave is encountered, and to

each inf!owing element an s value that likewise does not change.

One may further deduce that an outf!cwing-wave e].ement does not ip2iu-

ence the value of s along its path, nor _ inflowlng-wave element

the value of r along its path, so if no encounter takes place, an

outflowing wave has a constant s value and an inflowing wave a con-
stm_t r value.
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In the method to be employed, a pressure wave is approximated by

a step-curve, a_ _llustrated in fig_i_e S. At each step_ w_ich shall

hereinafter be deslg_ated a wave, a change occurs in the velocity of

sound Aa and a c_auge in the gas velocity gu. If these changes

in an outflowing wave are positivej there ks a condensation wave; in

the opposite case_ a rarefaction wave. In order to distinguish them,

condensation waves will be sho._m by solid lines and rarefaction waves

by dashed lines. Figare 3 shows the wave props gat ion in the plane t,x

and the whole vaw_ as approximated by the wave elements at various

times. The wave is understood to be cm_sed by a variation of pressure

operating at x = 0. In the diagram_ the wave has been divided into

equal increments Au and Aa for the sake of simplicity_ nmnely,

Au = l.l a I and, consequently_ from equation (I) with _ = 1.4,

Aa = 0.2 a I. The arrows show the direction of the gas velocity u

at each moment. The pat_ of a gas particle in a tjx diagram is

always shown as a finely dotted llne; the deviation of this line

from the t-axis represents u. The path sho_ is that of a gas

particle that is at x = 0 when t = 0.

The movement and gas conditions in a wave are determined by a

and u because pressure a_d density may be obtained from the adiabatic

relations

2!_ 2

The subscript ! always indicates the atmospheric condition in which

the Jet tube is operating. [NACA co_ent: The author was able to

neglect the differences in temperature between the working fluid and

the outside atmosphere because of the dimensionless representation.

The calculations were therefore made assuming that the working fluid

in a state of rest has the same temperature as the outside atmosphere.]

The velocity of propagation of a wave w is composed of the

velocity of so_md a and the velocity of the gas u in which it

travels. It is [NACA com_.ent: In the general case, this relation

is w = u _a_

w = a + u (4)

For the wave marked I in figure 3j w = aI + 2Aa + 2Au and speclf-

Ic_lly_ as has been said, this velocity is represented in the plane

t,x by tan m (fig. 5). In drawing the wave plan, this slope is
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taken from a slope plan sbo,,uq,on the scale of which the velocity
corresponding to a given slope is indicated, both for the positive
and, when required, for the negative direction of propagation.

Similarity.

2"

in Order to be bound as little as possible to concrete n_tmerlcal
values, the d_mensionless coordinates _ and T will be used in place
of x and t, so

x alt

where R !s the tuba length. The slope of a propagation llne as meas-
ured from the T-axis is then the velocity made d_menslonless by divid-
ing by a1. This modeof representation has the advsntage that Jt is
independent of a specific tube length or atmospheric condition (alti-
tude). As a parameter expressing r_]ative lengths, we now have simply

(R' = length of compressedcolumn of fresh chsrge; R = tube length)

The Initial pressure of the oo!u_u of fresh charge, of course, con-
stitutes a further parameter. Because this pressure has not yet been
measured, as already _-_s_a_eaj take as a reasonable ass_mptlon that it
is 2.5 times as great as the pressure of the surrounding atmosphere.
Then the velocity of sound in the comDresscdcolumn of fresh charge
according to equation (3) is [NACAco1_ent: The ratio a/aI of 1.144
has apparently been chosen for convenience in subdivision into wave
elements. I h actually corresponds to a pressure ratio P/Pl of 2.585,
rather than 2.5_

a = 1.144 ai

As also mentioned,

_, R i- R' - 7

is taken as the normal case.

The absolute length of the t_e does not appear here as a param-
eter, which is contrary to practical experience, because frictional
and heat losses are disregarded.
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As the final pa_'smeter_ z is obtained, the ratio of the intake
cross section FE (effective flo,_- area of the valves) to the tube
cross section FR

FE
Z = --

F R

In using parameters, it is asstu_,_edthat two tubes will behave simi-

larly if all their parameter values are the smme.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN THE JET TUBE FOR WAVE REFLECTION

Wave reflection at the closed and at the opcn end of the tube_

as well as at abrupt chsnges of cross section (a series that is con-

sidered as the approximate equivalent of a gradual change of cross

section) have been previously treated (references 3 and 4).

Closed end of tube.

At the closed end of the tube, the gas velocity is always zero,

whence it follows that a wave will be reflected w_th the same strength

and with the same sJ_ as in acoustics.

Open end of tube.

The pressure that exists at the open end of the tube during out-

ward flow is that of the surrounding atmosphere, because the discharge

is in the form. of a Jet; during inward flow there exists a sink flow

and consequently a Bernoull_ pressure decrease, which is determined by

the Bernoulli equation

2
a2 u2 a I

+
- i 2 K- i

in which pressure is expressed by sound velocity. From this it fol-

lows) that so long as outflow exists, a wave will be reflected at

full strength w_th opposite sicn; but not so in the case of inflow,

as a par5 of the wave then creates the Bernoulli pressure drop. With

a decrease in the inf!ow_ the Bernoul]i pressure drop diminishes.
This need not be further discussed because under the conditions

asstLmed, so small a _egree of ir_flow occurs at the open end of the

tube that this pressure drop may be ignored.

Chan_2 in cross section.

At a change in cross section, the ssme quantity of fluid must

enter at side A as that which leaves from side B.
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PA UAFA = PBUBFB

The sameapplies to the energy:

2 2 2 g 2
uA aA uB aB as

i- 2 + 2 (6)

These two conditions, which must aDply to the passage of a wave

through a change in cross section, m_ be most simply treated with

the aid of a diagram, the so-called characteristics diagram, in whlch

the gas velocity u is taken as the abscissa and the velocity of

sound a as the ordinate. The diagram is preferably mPie dimension-

less by dividing by a I, Individual lines r = constant and

s = constant, which from equation (2) are straight lines, are entered

in the diagram. These are the characteristics, because at these lines

discontinuitie_ may occur, which in the present case are the waves.

Actually, a value of r refers to an outfiowing wave and a value of s

to an i11fio_Ing wave. Also in the diagram (fig. 4) are curves of con-

stant energy, which according to equation (6) are ellipses, and curves

of constant mass velocity 3 which are hyperbolas in e_cordance with the

equation

2

K-I

a- = . constant (7)Pl

The passage of a condensation wave through a point of increase

of cross section shall be observed, momentary states of which process

before and after the reflection are shown in figure 5. The wave

brings with it the gas state 6, nemely, a 6 end u 6. It traverses

state 21 defined by ag and u 2. At the point of increase of cross

section, there occurs an increase of pressure to state 3. At the

interaction of the wave with the tube enlargement, there arises from

the wave 6 a wave 4, which proceeds forwar@, and a reflected wave 5.

The states 6 and 5 are separated, according to figure 5_ by an inward-

traveling rarefaction wave and thus lie _n a r = constant line in

the a,u diagram; the states 4 and 5 ar@ separated by an outward-

traveling condensation wave and thus l:_e on a s = constant line.

States 6 and 5 are known and hence also the r- and s-lines on which

states 5 and 4, respectively, lie. States 5 and 4 are separated by

the point of change of cross section and thus lie also upon an ellipse.

Furthermore there exists between 5 and 4 a difference of mass velocity
A(ou) determined by the difference in cross section AF in accordance
with

A(pu) _- us - u4
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and

P5 u5 F5 = P4 u4 F4

in which F is the cross-sectional area. Hence

AF (8)

Thus there is only one ellipse on which 5 and 4 may lie, namely, the

one whose points of _ntersect_.on _.zith the gi_,en r- and s-lines have

the prescribed difference of mass velocity. The ellipse must be

found by trial. In figure 6 the reflection is shown in a t,x dia-

gram. The wave reflected is a rarefaction wave because da ae> a S

and u5>u 6. In the case .of a reduction in cross section, the

reflected wave is a condensation wave.

Reflection at the valves.

The valves at the intake en_ behave like a solid wall, so long

as there is an excess of pressure agslnst their inner sides. But wilen

the pressure is less than that outside they are open; in this case

reflection occurs as at a partly ope_ t_e end. Inasmuch as the valves

are spring-operated, their open_ngs increase w_th decreasing inside

pressure to a maximum area F E deterallned by their mechanical con-

struction. For the sake of sLmplicity, this spring action shall be

disregarded and it shall be assumed that whenever the inside pressure

is less than that outslde_ the valves are fully open. Let F E be

the effective cross-sectional area of the openings, in which the

effect of friction and the vena-contracta loss have already been

allowed for. The Bernoulli equation (equation (6)) for uniform flow

may be applied to the flow through the valves on account of their

short flow length. The flow conditions in the valves thus lie in

the a,u diagram along an ellipse that intersects the a-axis (that

is, the line u = 0) at a point corresponding to the value of the

sonic velocity at the stagnation point as, provided that by a

means of suitable fairing (total head scoop) ahead of all the valves,

the impact pressure corresponding to the speed of flight is made to

operate against their outer sides. Let the state of the gas and

condition of motion occurring at the narrowest valve cross section

be denoted by 4. Neg]ectin_ the shock loss, it is assumed that on

the outflow side of the valves, that is, the inner side, there is a

uniform distribution of velocity over the tube cross section FR,
and hence

P4 u4 F4 = P3 u3 F3

and
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FE_= - u3 -- u4 - (9)

in which 3 denotes the state of _he gas and condition of motion in

the tube immediately next to the valves. Because, with the construc-

tion chosen, the outflow from the valves occurs without any regaining

of pressure, a5 = a4, and states 3 and 4 lie on a horizontal line

in the a,u diagram. For any mass velocity P4 u43 the mass

velocity difference A(pu) may be computed from equation (9) because

FE/F R is g_ven by the dimensions of the tube.

Now if a gas and motion condition i exists at the discharge side

of the valves, through wh'ch a rarefaction wave travels bringing with

it condition 2 (fig. 7), then a wave will be reflected at the valves

that will produce state 3 at the discharge s_de and state 4 in the

narrowest valve cross secti-_n. States I and _3 because they are

separated by an in,_ard-travsl_ng wava, lie on a r = constant llne

in the a,u diagram (fig. $); states 2 and 5, being separated by _n

outward-traveling wave, lie on a s = constant llne. The required

conditions 5 and 4 lie on that horizontal stra._ght llne on which S

and 4 will have the mass velocity difference A(pu) pr_scribed by

equation (9). In figure 8 may be seen four possible cases of the

refle_:tion, according to the magnitudes of A(pu) and FE/F R, At

a ratio FE/F R in the ne#ghborhood of unity, to which the states 51

and 41 in fig_re 8 correspond, a condensation wave will be reflected.

Then there is a smaller FE/_'R valu_ at _hich no wave will be

reflected, states 3R and 2 coineid!ng. At a still smaller FE/F R

val1_e, a rarefaction wave will be reflected, because 55 has smaller

state values than 2. At a still smaller FE/F R value_ there occurs

the limiting case in w]-Ich u = a In the valve cross section (the

flow velocity u equals the velocity of sound a); this is condi-

tion 44 . The corresp.onding state 34 is the point of intersection of

the s = constant lln_ through 2 with that hyperbola which has the

requlrcd increment of mass velocity A(pu) relative to the hyperbola

that passes through 44 and is tangent to the ellipse, in f_gure 9

the reflection in the third case is shown _n a t_x diagram.

-N

MODE OF OPFigATION OF THE JET TUBE AT BEST

Cylindrlca ! Tube

The mode of operation of the cy]indrlcal tube is evident from

the wave diagrams _n figures i0 and ]i, which are dra}m for

FE/F R = 0.2 and 0.4, respectively. A p_rt of the excess pressure
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of the column of fresh charge travels toward the right as the conden-

sation shock wave a_ which is so s_all that the change of state in

it may be re_zarded as adiabatic. The other part travels left_'ard as

a rarefaction _ave; the initial difference of velocities of sound

Aa = a - a I = 0.144a I (see p. 6) distributes itself one-half to

each of the two waves. The rarefaction wave is shown as divided into

two elementary waves b and c, in order to allow for the lesser

velocity of propagation of later wave elements than that of earlier

ones. A further subdivision proves to be unnecessary. The rarefac-

tion wave is reflected at the left end of the tube as from a solid

wall because the valves are closed. Finally, therefore shock a

and the two waves b and c are traveling toward the right. The

• states of the gas and condlt_ons of motion created by the shock and

the waves are enumerated by the fi@_res in circles, for which the

state values, namely_ velocity of sound a/a I and gas velocity u/al,

may be found in table I. Positive gas velocity signifies velocity

directed toward the right. It may be seen from the table that behind

the last rarefaction wave traveling to the right, atmospheric condi-

tions are again attained.

At the right-hand or open end of the tube, the shock is reflected

as a rarefaction wave, _-hich is l_ke_ise divided into two elementary

waves d and e. The rarefaction waves are here reflected at the

open end as condensation waves, which soon combine themselves into the
shock h.

The rarefaction wave d creates condition 12, for which table I

shows pressure lower than the outside atmosphere. As soon as this

state reaches the left-hand end of the tube, the valves open and at

the moment TA fresh charge begins to flow in. Consequently_ the

finely dottei line representing propagation of the boundary of the

fresh charge begins here. The intake process is strengthened by the

subsequent rarefaction wave e.

Because of the shoc_k h_ which now arrives, the fresh-charge

front is forced not merely to stop but to reverse its motion, whereby

the fresh charge is compressed. As soon as the shock strikes the

valves, the intake pel'Iod is ended and we have at this moment T E

a compressed column of fresh charg e of the length _" _n the tube.

It is assumed that at the moment T E the explosion of the co]umn of

fresh charge occurs, so the length _" then attained has the same

significance for the second working cycle as _' for the first.

Because it turns out that _"< _', it must be concluded that the

Jet tube could only operate if FE/FR> 0.4. The explanation of the

fact that in reality it operates even when FE/F R = 0.2 lies in
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the choice of prescribed conditions. In spite of this inconsistence
with _-eaii_y_ fi,grres i0 and ].I show a nt_bcr of notewo_:th2_,a:rt_c-
ulars that do correspond to rsal_ty.

I. The intake process is set in motion by the rarefaction waves d
and e into _rh_chthe condensaCion shock wave a is transferred with-
out loss of strength by its reflection at the right-har.d end of the
tube.

2, It a_?pearsthat the coDdcnsation shock we,ve h_ into which
the r_,_'efaction _,Ja_,esb and c are tran,_formed l_y reflection at the
right-hand end of the tube_ plays a part in the ignition of the fresh
charge.

3, At small F_/F_ ratios of the order of magnitude of 0.3 or
less_ the r._-,,'efaction _'_es d an_ e_ _n::ichsts_-t th,_ intake process_
are x-'_flec¢ed as t!ie waves i and k of tb_esa_e kind and_ in fact_
produce a _,_svelo¢._ty d_ireote'l towe,,rdthe left so the working cycle
ends with an inflow at the e:_haust end, Yn actu_! fact there has been
observed with the _a'gus tube an inflo_ at the exhaust end preceding
the e):haust of the next c&,cle when F_/FR : 0.5.

At F_,/F_ = 0,4, waves i and k no longer set in motion a nega-
tive velocity; only k is a rs.refaction wave. It is thus to be
expect:_d that_ in agz_ee_entwith the cited observation_ at FE/FR>0.4
this __,_io_ at the cz_haustend does _ot occur,

F_F_CTSOFCONSTRUCTYONAL_T_AT!ONS

Jet Tube at Rest

Influence of le_=_th _ tube len_t]: remainS_rigthe sane.

The greater _', the longer Is the path of the rarefaczlon.
waves b and c (figs. I0 and iI)_ so much later is the shock h

formed from them and so much longer is the intake period TE - TA
the duration of the working cycle.

The effect on the duration of the _-orking cycle is negligib!e_

amounting to S percent. The increased intake period results in an

increased quantity of fresh charge M" at the end of the working

cycle. With an increase of _' from 0.1].45 to 0.191, that is, an

increase of 66 percent_ thcz_ is obtained

and
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c

IF Increase of
FE/ R (percent)

0.4 20

.6 30

.8 30

M r!

Influence of tube lengt-h_ R__ absolute length of R' remainin6 the

S 8_v__e.

In the limiting case of very weak _:aves, one. would expect,

according to the laws of acoustics, an increase in the duration of

the working cycle proportional to R. In this case it slowly

increases as much as 5 percent because as R increases the rare-

faction waves b and c shift nearer to the shock a, thereby

reducing the extent of the regions through which the waves d and

e move more slowly.

M" increases with increasing R as follows:

FE/F R ll/R' M"

0.4

0.6

0.8

5,25

7

8.75

5.25

7

8.75

5.25

7

8.75

0.6

.7

.8

0.9

.9

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.1

According to this table# the results of lengthening the tube are

favorable; of course there is, for reasons not here discussed (heat

leakage) a practical limit of about R = 3.5 meters.

Influence of change in valve cross section FE.

FSgure 12 shows tho increase of M" with increasing FE/F R

the basis of figures l0 and ll and similar figures.

on

Influence of tube shade (tube of var_/_in_ cross section).

The values _' = ]/7 and FE/F R = 0.4 were taken as a basis.

The tube forms investigated with discontinuous change of cross sectlon,

in which each change from left to right always amounts to 50 percent
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of the preceding section, are shown in figure 13. Beside them to the
ri_it are given the tube forms with continuous change of cross section,
to which the investigated stepped foiuns maybe regarded as approxi-
mating. Less accurately than before_ a rarefaction wave is now repre-
sented w_th one instead of two rarefsction lines_ for at each change
of cross section each wave gives rise to two, whereby the investiga-
tion becomesvery complicated.

Form A corresponds to the tube already _nvestigated in figure I!,
which is to serve as a bas_s for comparison.

(a) Reduction of cross section at _' (form B):

The fresh-charge front is asmm_edto l_e a little to the left of
the constriction. This form corresponds approximately to the cylin-
drical Argus tube with enlarged combustion ch_nber.

The applicable wave d-;agr_ is given in figure 14. As a result
of the conctriction_ the condensation shock wave a is stronger and
the rarefaction wave b is weaker than with folln A (fig. ii). Con-
sequently, the T'arefaotion wave e resulting from the reflection of
a is stronger than the corresponding wave _n figure ii. The result
is smaller velocities of propagation for the subsequent condensation
waves f and g and consequent]y a substantially longer intake
period TE - TA than in the case of form A_ a substs_tlally larger
co!_ of fresh charge being thus dra_u_in.

In this connection it must be rememberedthat the returning
waves e_ f_ and g are weakenedat the point of chang.9of cross
section. The fresh charge will therefore be sucked in with a wes_er
vacuumthan in the case of figure !I. But if the quantity M" newly
drawn in is compared, it is found that neverthoiess

M"B 0,823
M"A - 0.51 - 1,6

that isj in spite of the weaker suction the intake period is suffi-
ciently lengthened that form B yields a 60-percent increase in charge.

Through the weakening of the subsequent wave of condensationj
the ignition of the new column of fresh chs_rge is made doubtful. Of

course_ the condensation shock wave creates a higher absolute pressure

than in form A. It shall not be attempted to decide which is more

decisive for ignition, the absolute pressure or the pressure _ra_ ;.0,

The optimal constriction is that at wni_n/e_ the exhaust occurs w_th

a velocity equal to that of sound in the surrounding atmosphere.
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(b) Reduction of cross section at center of tube length (form C):

In figure 15 waves d and e, reflected at the constriction_

cross the returning waves f and g too late to produce as long an

intake period _E -TA as in figure 14. Besides this, there occurs

a st'ill smaller pressure drop across the valves, so now

M"C 0. "71
_ = 1.39

M" A O. 51

the improvement over form A st_il amounts to 39 percent.

The pressure ratio in the condensation shock wave h, which

produces the ignition; is Just a lltt]e smaller than with form B;

however_ tho absolute value of the compressing pressure is greater.

(c) Reduction of cross section at exhaust end (form D):

From figures i0 and ii it may be seen that the automatic opera-

tion of the Jet tube is based on the clrcurmptance that at t_Je open

end a condensation wave is reflected as a rarefaction wave, and a

rarefaction wave as a condensation wave, namely, at full strength

because at the exhaust end only outflow takes place. Consequently,

the first to strike the valves is the rarefaction wave, which starts

the intake period, after which the igniting condensation shock

wave h reaches them.

But if now the reduction of cross section is located at the

exhaust end, this means that there is a half-open tube end at which,

as closer investigation shows (fig. 8), the condensation wave is

reflected as such with lessened st-c.ength and likewise the rarefaction

wave _s reflected as such with lessened strength, in this case, as

sho_n in figure 16, the condensation and rarefaction waves strlke the

valves in reversed sequence and the tube does not function.

(d) Two reductions of cross section (form E):

Here the lengthening of the intake period determined for forms B

and C is effected by two constrictions of 50 percent each. A longer

intake period T E - T A but a lesser intake-producing pressure differ-

ence is thus obtained (fig. 17). Likewise, the pressure ratio in the

igniting condensation shock wave h is the smallest of those for all

tube forms. In practice the absolute compression pressure is of equal

magnitude to that obtained wlth form C. The newly induced quantity of

fresh char6_ M" E compares with form_ A as follows:
i
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M"E 0.856

M" A - 0.51 - 1.68

This tube foz_n gives the greatest increase in charge over the simple

tube of form A. This result is not directly comparable wlth the

results for forms B m_d C, because in form E the tub_ cross section

is reduced by 75 percent but in the other forms only by 50 percent.

(e) Increase of cross section at open end of tube (form F):

The adverse effect of a reduction of cross section at the exhaust

end having been shown; the quest!on arises, whether an increase of

cross section at the end of the tube is desirable.

In fl@_re 18 It may be seen that the first waves traveling to

the rlght_ waves a and c_ are reflected at the point of increase

of cross section with reversed signs as waves d m_d e and that by

these waves a short intake process and an explosion are effected, the

fresh charge column _" being drawn in during the period TE - TA
and exploded.

At the open end of the tube, the origina] waves a and c are

reflected wlth reversed signs as in the normal case_ giving rlse to

the rarefaction wave f and the subsequent condensation wave g.

Although these waves encounter the pressure wave arising from the

ignition of the column of fresh charge _", they likewise effect an

intake process and an exploslon_ the fresh charge column _''' being

drawn in during tile period Ti to T'E "

Thus the remarkable circumstance exists that during one working

cycle of the tube_ intake and explosion occur twice. Comparing the

intake quantities M" and M'" contained in the coltum_s of fresh

charge _" and _''' with the normal ease of the cylindrical tube In

figure ll_ it is found that during the first perlod, TA to 7E_

45 percent less is drawn in but _n the second perlod_ Ti to T_

40 percent more is drawn In; the charge is therefore almost doubled

by this increase in the cross section. Of course the doubled fre-

quency of opening of the valves must be regarded as unfavorable to
their length of life.

/
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IN_ESTIC-ATION OF A STRK_LINE9 TUBE

(Argus VSR 9z 3 Drawings II 11039 and II 11056)

This tube has a form selected as aerodynamically advantageous.

Its realization was very earnestly desired as a means of reducing the

air resistance, which with the cylindrical jet tube is excessive. It

will be shown tLat from a gas-dyn_mic aspect_ the ability of this

clgar-shaped tube to operate is very doubtful. Tests have meanwhile

confirmed this: The tube proved itself incapable of operation on the

test stand. The investigation of this tube affords a practical

application of the arguments set forth.

In accordance with the method of substituting discontinuous for

continuous changes, the longitudinal cross section of the tube is

approximated by a step-curve with three steps. At each step the ratio

of the smaller to the larger cross section is 0.63.

Because it is a question of an approximation, there remains a

certain leeway as to how the real form shall be approxf_ated by _he

step-curve. For practical reasons, t_7o step-curves representing two

extremes were chosGn; one (figs. 19 and 20) in which the step-curve

lies on the outside of the real shape; and another (fig. 21) in which

it lles inside the real shape.

With these two step-curves two limiting cases between which the

real shape lies may be investigated. The investigation of the

limiting cases has this advantage_ that from their different gas-

dynamic behavior, it can be d.educed how the given stre&mllne form may

be improved by slight alterations. This process is particularly

facilitated by figure 22, where for each step-curve a mean continuous

curve Is given, between which the actual shape ].ies. The investigation

will show which of these limiting continuous curves must be approached

in order to improve the gas dynamics of the streamlined tube as far

as possible_ or_ for that matter_ to make the stro_nlined tube operable

at all, because it should be pointed out at once that the operability

of the streamlined form as given is open to doubt because of the marked

constriction at the end of the tube.

In order to make possible a comparison between this investigation

and the results obtalned earlier for the cylindrical tube of figure llj

the ratio of the effective inlet cross-sectional area to the tube cross-

sectional area at the valve plate shall be disregarded and as the param-

eter t_e ratio of the effective inlet cross-sectional area to the m_xi-

mum cross-sectional area of the tube, namely, FE/F R = 0.4, shall be

taken. As the initial condition at the beginning of the working
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cycle_ it is again assumedthat the tube Is charged for i/7 of its
length with fresh chargej which is under an initial pressure of
2.5 times atmospheric pressure_ corresponding to a ratio of sonic
velocities of 1.144.

In orler to keep the investigation from becoming unduly compli-
cated, in figures 19 and 21 each rarefaction wave will again be
represented by a single rarefaction line. In figt_me 20 the rare-
faction waves for the case corresponding to figure 19 are shownin
better approximation by means of two lines, as a check on whether the
approximation by one llne is sufficiently exact.

Let the step-curve show_ in figure 19 now be investigated. Here
the last abrupt change in cross section takes place at the end of the
tube. The con@ensation shock wave in passing through the changes of
cross section gives rise to condensg_tionwaves traveling in the oppo-
site direction; at the sametime it is so strengthened that the gas
leaves the tube with a pressure greater than atmospheric and at the
velocity of sound (condition 8).

The conditions at the end of the tube are now such that for all
practical purposes the condensation shock wave is not reflected at
all. This is of serious consequencefor the operation of the tube
because the automatic operation of the t1_bedepends directly on the
reflection of the condensation shock wave from the end of the tube as
a rarefaction wave and on the opening of the inlet valves by this
returning rarefaction wave. As this reflected rarefaction wave is
now lacking_ the valves are not openedat all and the tube thus cannot
function.

Similar considerations apply to the subsequent rarefaction wave c.
It is reflected as a rarefaction wave at the changes of cross section
within the tube, simultaneously strengthened by entry into the narrower
sections of the tube, _nd not reflected at the open end of the tube so
the reflected condensation wave, _-hlch in its return would ignite the
new charge_ likewise does not arise.

The waves reflected at the changes in cross section within the
tube are also not capable of maintaining the automatic op3ratlon of
the tube, for the waves reflected are always of opposite sign to those
required for operation, that is, a rarefaction wave instead of a
condensation wave and vice versa. Furthe_nore_ the reflected waves
eventually so overtake each other _ud cancel that after only one cycle
of reverberation the atmospheric condition of rest is restored.

%
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By means of fi@ire 20_ it is now inquired whether this negative

result is due to the rough apDroximation of the rarefaction wave by

a single ra_-efaGtion line be In fi_re 20 therefore, the rare-

faction wave is rep_'esented more exactly by meea_s of two rarefaction

lines, as originally done for the o_lindrical tube. This subdivision

certainly has no i__f].uence on the condensation shock _ave a _nd it

is therGfore exactly as in figure 19_ reflected at the e_aust end

of the tube not as the required rarefaction wave but as a very weak

condensation wav% which in practice may be disregarded.

Now it could be possible that by reflection at the intermediate

changes of cross section, waves might arise that would support the

automatic operation of the tube. It is found_ however_ that even

with this more accttrate representation the reflected waves d to i

create no subatmospherlc pressure at the intake and consequently the

valves are not opened. The lowest pressure tha_ occurs at the inlet

end is that of the abmosphere, exactly as in figure 19; the two

figt'xes likewise agree in respect to m_:imum pressure. The simplified

c_mception of the form of the rarefaction _a-_J_ is therefore not the

cause of the negative result.

The investigation of the second step-curve is illustrated in

figure 21. At the e_haust end there is not a point of choking but a

cylindrical portion of %he tube; the individual drops in cross section

are shifted toward the left as compared to the first step-curve. The

investigation gives s_gnificantly better results in this case. The

cond_nsation shock is again strengthened in passing throug_ the drops

in cross section _ud now, because the exhaust portion of the tube is

cylindrical_ it is reflected as a rarefaction wave. The strengthening

of the condensation shock wave in passing through the drops in cross

section produces a strong reflected rarefaction wave and an outward

flow of the gas from the tube at the velocity of sound. This reflected

rarefactlon wave_ due to i4.s strength, produces upon arrival at the

inlet end a strong intake action having a gas velocity of 0.2 and a

subatmospheric press_re corresponding to a velocity of sound equal

to 0.976 (condition zg_ table VIII). A comparison with the cylindri-

cal tube shows that the corresponding values for the cylindrical tube

are: gas velocity, 0.54; velocity of sound, 0.924. The intake condi-

tions for the second step-curve s_re therefore less favorable than for

the cylindrical tube.

The subsequent rarefaction wave c, being likewise strengthened

at the drops in cross section_ is reflected as a relatively strong

condensation wave _ from the exhaust end of the tube; but the strength

of this wave is disadvantageous here, as its strength involves a high
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velocity of propagation and consequently it does not arrive at the
intake area late enough after the rarefaction wave to allow enough
fresh c!:arge to be dra_m in. Because of thls_ in comparison with
the cylJndrical tube on]y 74 percent as great a quantity of fresh
charge is dra%_ in.

The waves reflected from the points of change of cross section,
as these points are encountered by the original waves a and c,
exhibit no effect upon the modeof operation of the tube, because
they cancel each other rather quickly certainly before the rarefaction
wave arising from the reflection of the condensation shock wave at the
tube mouth passes back through the constrictions.

The step-curves may be regarded as approximations of meancurves
that depart somewhatfrom the given longitudinal section: the one
curve (outer step-curve) in the sense that it is more rounded-ln at
the exhaust end; the other curve (inner step-curve) In the sense that
it is more elongated and cylindrical at the exhaust end. These mean
curves are comparedwith the actual tube foz_ in figure 22. On the
basis of _he results obtained# the more rounded-in form must be con-
sldered out of the question. W_th tn_s fo_m the automatic operation
of the tube must be considered impossible. The more nearly cylindrical
form ought to be operable, especially In fllght, where the Intake

conditions are more favorable than in the stationary test setup that
has 1 _n cons!dcred.

In any case the comparison of the three tube forms shown in fig-

ure 22 shows how sensitive is the autormatic operation of the tube to

the influence of the shape of its exhaust end, because the exhaust

ends of the three shapes actually differ relatively little. Unques-

tionably, the end of the tube must be as cylindrical in form as

posslble. In other words, it may also be said that althou_l the

cigar-shaped streamlined form shows itself In tests to be unsuitable

for automatic tube operat!on_ it may be improved by slight changes at

the exhaust end of the tube, such as by the addition of a cylindrical

portion to the tube; of course# a gradual transition from cigar to

cylinder shape must be provided.

@W -

MODE OF 0PERkTION OF JET _!BE IN FLIGHT

General considerations.

In the case of the tube in fllg_ht, the simplified consideration

in terrt,s of adiabatic processes need be modified by only one new condi-

t lon_ namely, that the outside pressure on the inlet valves is the
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impact pressure. It is presupposed that the full effect of the
_m_.actpressure is d_rected against all valves by s_Itab!e fairing
(total head scoop).

The impact pressure is computedfrom the Bernoulli equation for
a compressible flow

2 2
a.I u2 as

+ %-= I

in which as = velocity of sound at stagnation point and _I = veloc-

ity of sound in the undisburbed atmosphere. As before_ all velocities

are made dimensionless by dividing by the velocity of sound a 1. Be

it particularly noted that a I refsrs not to ground level but to the

altitude of fli_It at the moment in question.

A further asst,mption is that even under the full effect of the

impact pressure_ the _alves maintain g'_s-tigi_t closure and that_ upon

the arrival of the reflected rarefaction wave at the inlet end of the

tube_ they at once completely open. This assumption does not exactly

ccrrespond to the facts because the valve flaps must be held forward

with spr_ng pressure in order to remain closed against the force of

the Lmpact pressure. Eence_ they wi]l be opened by the wave of lower

pressure only so wide as corresponds to the additional load imposed

by the lower pressure, _#_,Ich at various flight speeds will naturally

vary in proportion to the impact pressure. The investigation of this

influence of the strengt_ of the valve springs on the opening of the

valves, however_ will be postponed until later.

In treating the wave reflection at the valves, it must be noted

that the velocity of sound of the stagnation point as and not that

of the atmosphere aI now applies to the o].lipse in figure 8 u = 0.

Influence of fli ]__speed o__n_ount__of__gha_rf _

The investigation will be carried out for

FE F E
---= 0.2 and - 0.4
FR FR

again with _' = 1/7 and a'/a I = 1.144. •
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The individual wave diagrams, _ich were drawn for flight speeds
of 0.3_ 0.45, 0.55, 0.78, and 1.00 times the velocity of sound, are
not given in the appendix; sLmply the results in figures 23 and 24
are given, first as the ratio of tile _aatity of fresh charge M"
newly dra_ in to the quantity M' originally present plotted
against flight speed and then as the ratio of M" at the given
flight speed to the quantity _ corresponding to zero f]ight
speed plohted against flight speed.

As the impact pressure increases, a point is reached at which
the gas velocity in the valve cross section FE is equal to the
speed of sound. With a further increase in impact pressure this
critical state persists, bec_!se w_th the chosen va]ve construction
no supersonic speed can arise. Nevertheless the quantity of inflowlng
gas continues to increase because at a pressure ratio above the crit-
ical the gas quantity depends solely on the state of the gas on the
pressure side of the valves. Thus, rarefaction waves arriving from
the open end of the tube and strik:_ng the valves after the critical
condition has been reached have no further effect on the quantity
of gas flowing _n.

The presGntation of the results in figures 25 and 24 shows that

with increasing flight speed the quantity of new charge flowing in

increases slowly at first and then more and more markedly. Figure 23

also shows the obvious fact that with FE/F R = 0.4 the inflow Is

cons_stent]y greater than with FE/F R = 0.2. In the terms of fig-

ure 24, the percentage increase is the s_me whether FE/F R = 0.g or
0.4.

Influence of leakiness of valves.

Figure i0 shows that when FE/F R = 0.2, the mlnSm-_m pressure

occurring at the inner side of the valves corresponds to the ratio

a/a i = 0.896. The pressure corresponding to this _s

(_ll) = 0.464; that is_ the ratio of the absolute pressure

to the atmospheric pressure. The pressure difference at the valves

amounts thus to 54 percent Of the atmospheric pressure.

On the other hand_ for a tube flying at 0.64 of the velocity of

sound, the ratio of impact pressure to atmospheric pressure = i.32.

Now it has been seen from the preceding Invostlgations that a_mospheric

pressure is attained behind the pressure wave as it travels out of the

tube. Between the explosion and the subsequent intake there is atmos-

pheric pressure on the inner side of the valves, so that a pressure

.ff
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d Lff_renc, e at the _ra!ves of 52 percent of atmospheric pressure then

exls¢s. Dilring the _ntake period, a _nax_mum presmn'e difference

of 54 _-32 = 86 percent of at__,ospiLerlc press-t_'e exists.

The fixed tube and the tube in flight shall now be compared

under equal atmospheric condlt_ons. If at rest, the val_es open to

the de_ree FE/F R = 0.2 at the maximum, that is 54 percent pres-

sure differcnce; then in f]ight they open at the same low pressure
86

approximately to the degree FE/F R = 0.2 _-_ = 0.52. During the

inter_al in which atmospheric pressure exists on the irmer side of

the valves at rest, the valves are c.7osed but in flight they are
0.52

open approxlmately to the degree FE/F R = 0.2 [._-_-4= 0.12. This

open in_ Is designated the leakiness. Relative to the maximum open-
0.12

ing it amounts to b-i_[ = 57 percent.

It Is thins seen that at sufficiently hi_1_ flighb speodsj the

valves are constantly open excepting of course at the time of explo-

sion. It shall now be ' •_n_es_i_gated ho_,Tthe Jet tube reacts to thiB
condition.

Inasmuch as no exact data on valve opening exlst_ the effects

of a leakiness of 50 percent and of I00 percent shall be investigated

with the assumptions of n_(_¢t_ attained valve opening FE/F R = 0.2

and fli_it s peQd of 0.64 of the velocity of sound.

The investigation is made by means of figures 25 and 26. The

only difference from the earlier case shown in figure i0 is that

from the instant T ', _en the outward traveling rarefaction wave

leaves the valves_ fresh charge begins to flow in through a cross-

sectional area _FE/F R = 0.I (fig. 25) or 0.2 (fig. 26). The

boundaz_ of the inflowing fresh charge is again shown b_ a finely

dotted llne. Fc.r the succeeding inLake period it is assumed that

the mechanical ifmit to the valve-opening area is F_/F R = 0.2 and

that it is attained. In reality_ of course_ the opening area depends

upon the pressure head, which varies during the int_¢e perlod; it

would scarceJy be worth the effort_ however_ to take account of the

consequent alterabion from moment to moment of the effective inlet

area.

If the cases of figures 25 and 26 are compared as to the quan-

tities of fresh charge available for the second working cyele_ that

is, the quantities present at the moment _E_ figure 27 is obtained_

which shows the increase with increasing leakiness. From this figure

it can be seen that the increase of the quantity of fresh charge due
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to a s!Jght leakiness of the valves is quite advantageous but that
greater leakiness results in a hoe great _ncrease in the charge_ _n
the sense that a sufficiently rapid spread of ignition throughout
the gas becomesdoubtful and also that too great a cooling of the
tube maybe e_:pected.

In order to evaluate the operability of the tube with valve
leakiness_ the strength of the returning wavemust be considered.
The investigation shows that the leakiness does not affect the low
pressure created at the valvc,s by the returning rarefaction wave3
the suction effect thus remaining the s_;_ebut that the returning
condensation shock wave is somewhatweakened, The decrease of the
pressure ratio (ratio of pressL_e efter to 2ressure before the shock)
produced by the compression shock wave is sho_rnin flgtu'e 28. The
reason for this effect is, that whereas the outward-traveling con-
densation shock wave a is unsff_cted, consequently the rarefaction
waves d and e arising from it by reflection are unaffected; on
the other hand, the outward traveling rarefaction waves b and c;
and also the condensation shock wave f arising from them by reflec-
tion, are weaker because the gas conditloD 7 behind the outward trav-
eling wave possesses a higher pressure than it would at zero leakiness.
The decrease of the pressure ratio in the shock _ave f is 20 percent
at I00 percent leakiness, according to figure 28.

Furthe_nore, it is found that the rarefaction waves g and h
reflected from the valves becomestronger with increasing leakiness
withot t_ however, giving r_se to any negative gas velocities (that
is_ inflow at the exhaust end near the end of the working cycle).

A limited leakiness has an advantageous effect inasrauch as it
increases the weight of new charge induced and only slightly affects
the waves. Greater leakiness results in a weakening of the returning

compression shock and therefore has an UrZ_avorable effect on the ign!-

tion_ as does also the cooling of the tubo and the less rapid spread

of ignition throughout a larger as compared to a smaller quantity of
fresh charge.

INFi,U_NCE OF COMBUSTION PRF_S_CRE

Although the influence of the combustion pressure is of less

practical significance because its magn_tqde cannot be predetermined_

for _nstance by the choice of fuels_ it is nevertheless of interest

inasmuch as according to the research of Busemann (reference 5) the

best yield of work from a thermodyn&_ic viewpoint _s secured from a

Jet tube with combustion at constant volume and the question arises 3
whether the Jet tube 18 operable with this kind of combustion.
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Combustion at constant vohumeis characterized by a hig_her com-
bustion pressure than no,_ally occurs in the pulse-Jet tube. It will
therefore be possible to lecid_ the question approximately by inves-
tigating the ir_fluen_e of the 6ombustion pressure.

The results of the investigation are shownin figure 29.
According to this figurs_ the degree of charge and the pressure
ratio in the reflected com_ression shock at first increases with
increasing combustion pressure p then reaches a maxim_nmin the
neighborhood of which the curves ars level and thereafter decrease,
so at too high a combustion pressurs_ in this case namely at
p/pl>7, the operability of the tube becomesquestionable.

The reason is that wlth increasing combustion pressure a point
is reached at which the exhsust flow reaches the velocity of sound
and beyond that point the outward-traveling explosion wave is no
longer reflected at full sbrensth as a rarefaction wave because the
reflected wave has zero net velocity of propagation against the gas
flowing out with the velocity of sound. This reflected wave remains
at the mouth of the tube and is only disposed of by the subsequent
arrival of the rarefaction waves b and cj as a result of which
these waves are in part reflected as rarefaction waves and not con-
densation waves as they should be; consequently the reflected com-
pression shock is weaker.

From equation (i) 3 the combustion pressure at which the exhaust
will reach the speed of sound can easily be computed. The sound
velocity attained at the exhaust end _s then that of the surrounding
atmosphere. Letting av be the sound velocity corresponding to the
combustion pressure, then on the one hand

Aa = av - aI

on the other h_ud

U

2
Aa = aI_- i

and theref ore

_- I

av- 2 al + a! = 1.2 a I

a V
--=1.2
a I

or
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-P- = 3.6
Pl

But the pressure occurring in the Jet tube is actually P/Pl : 2.5.

INFLUENCE OF TUBE FORM ON VARIATION OF PRESSURE WITH

TTmv]zAT V_RIOUS TLrBE CROSS SECTIONS

In order to make a comparison with measurements of the sequence

of pressures taken through taps In the tube walls, the theoretical

sequences of pressures at the points _ = 0.4 and _ = 0.6_ that is

at distances of 0._ and 0.6 of th_ tube length from the inlet end,

were derived from the wave d_aeTams of figures ll, 14, and 15, corre-

sponding to the tube forms A, B, a_d C of figure 13. The results are

sho_n_ in fig_res 30, 31, and 32 for one working cycle. These figures

show the ratio of tube pressure to atmospheric pressure Pl plotted

against dimer.sionless time T. The arrows above the waves indicate

their direction of propagation in the tube.

In comparing the cylindrical tube, form A (fig. 30), with that

having the enlarged combustion chs/__ber,for___B (fig. 31), it is note-

worthy that the _ressure varies less widely for form B than for form A.

This fact had been observed in the experlm_ntal measurements and had
then led to the opimicn that a ]css vigorous combustion took place in

fo_n B. But it is no_¢ apparent _hat the cause lies entirely in the

tube form. As to fol_n C, figure 32 shows that a constriction half-way

along the tube gives rise to additional pressure peaks. In this casep

the outward-traveling and inward-traveling waves are not separated by

a time interval as in the preceding tube forms_ a circu.mstance that
makes the evaluation of experimental measurements more difficult.
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21

a/_ I I u/al

I.000 0

1.072 .38

7 ,,_ 0.18] .i44
1,!08 .18

1.072 0
3" ..=.4I.O_ c.

].O00 .72
i.0OO .38

.984 ,54
1.000 .38

.964 .]9

•928 .5t_

.9@4 .!8

.970 .2i

.934 ,59
.},:'i

I.008 ,03
.998 ,02
.970 .52

• .
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TA_BLE Ii -- _TAT_ VALVES FOR FIGT/RE 14

Form B

Num-- a/a]
bet

1 1

2 _ 1.144

3 I. 08O

4 ' 1.103
i

5 1.067

6 ' 1.0,,:,

7 !.o,i
8 ,951

9 1

I0 !

Ii 1.022

12 I.Ol_ ]

I

0

0

.445

.205

0

•!00

.20O

.845

.090

.400

0

•O35

.o7o

U/al .[L ber ]

14

15

16

!7
18

IS

2O

gl

i
0.911 0.445

.960 [ .200

.928 .$30

.954 .230

959 .2_o

1.007 .0i7

].007 I .o_5
1.o!7 .085

,"/I, !'r ]_t'_T#0ZI_E III - STATE VALI_S FOR _iGb_o 15 _9_ 16

Fom_ C
P

Num- t a/a t
her

I I

2 1.144

5 I. O72
4 I. 102

5 1. 088

6 i

7 l.OSO
8 1.060

9 .912

i0 1

II .954

].2 .950

i!

0

0

, .3_0

.210

.440

.880

-. !50

0

.440

.300
!

.250

.550

14

15

16

17
]8

19

20

21

22

25

24

25

.9s4 .._.:,e_o __ _3<_

0.931

,970
.954

!.0]_8

I.049

I

i.OS!

I

.9,%9

.982

.95i
1.012

I

u/%

0.685

• 150

.230
.0c20

,245

• !80

.355
i ,%

, ;2 9_'

.535

,090

.245 1

.060

.018 _

Ntlm-

I

2

5

4

5

6

_orm D

I

1.144

].o72
!.080

i

]..008

u/a i

0

0

,36

.965
- .04
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#

!

TABLE IV - STATE VATg/ES FOI_ FIG]KE 17

_e__F__
i

2

3

4
m

7a

8

9

I0
ii

12

!5

14

i5a

iSb

16

z7
?.8

;.9

gO

21

Z2

['.5
26

Fo:_ E

a/_ ! u/a I

?. 0

1.144 0

1,103 ,?05

1.089 .446

1.129 ,246

!. 108 .540

].013 .013

! 1

1.032 0

I. O.i? .!00
F_1,o40 .200

1,080 0

] .055 ._°F,-. _l. L ,.

! .050 ,250

9.... 723
1.0!3 .455

i ._!

] .049 -,_o

].O] 5 .07S

!.055 -.12-

I.030 0

i. 920 .C50

i. 020 .!30

.92s I .s75

.970 i .560
i I .2io

i

!.042 ] -.i00

i i

!i!r
iZl

!g3

54
55

'59
i6.",
lq'

4,,.
42

I44

48

47

!49
t5.0

ts1

1
1
I

t.

a/a i u/a I

1.029 -0.oi7

1.026 - .055

] .oi7 - .075
]. 007 -. 025

. _., .47s

.950 .280

.980 .Ii0

i 0

i .200

]. 020 .I00

! .210

.969 .360

.924 .570

.950 .250

.926 .SlO

.970 .150

,978 .19C

.986 .]90
i o_ _..,J-o .040

i.O!5 .0!0

1.015 .010

1.015 .055

1,0].5 .080

.99@ .]80

1.04g - .2
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rr_A . _;-, T_TABLE V - S_._TE vAI,U_S FOR FIGLT4E 18

Form F

N_im -

i

2

S

4
CT.

6

7
8

9

I0

I!

!.O00 0

1.144 0

!.072 .3G
I. 03 •5.7

I. 054 •27

].000 .54

I.000 .54

•946 .27

.9_6 ,21

.9i6 ,42

•930 .18

_, Num-ber

15

].S

!7
I8

19

2(?

21

a/_I

0.484

.956

•998
.914

I.o7o
.986

i.oio
•916

.908

.992

u/a I

-0.0S

.20

- .01

.41

.35

.77

.55

.42

.39

-. 05

T,_$LE VI - STATE VALUES FOE FiCYRE 19

I

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10

II

12

!5

14

i

a/a i

I

i. 144

I. 072
1.094

]. 084

I.II

1.096

t.022

i

u/a I

0

0

._6

.25

.4;$0

.29

.48

1.022
!.

I.

I.

I.

I.

1.

023 -.]Z

022 -.I!

044 0

022 .ii

02 -.I

02 -.16
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T,_L_;_-" VII -- STATE VALUES FCR FIGD_gE 20

; u/a INtm- I a;a i
bet

I

2

5

4

5

6
9
I

8

9

i0

II

12

IZ

1,1

15

16

17
i8

19

2:]L

21

22

2Z

24

25

27 ,
[_-,%

i. 000

I. !44

i.o72
i. i0S

I. 000

I• 056

1.094

1.084

] .0£6

I. 102

I. 0S8

1.044

1.044

! •070
7 _r_A

1.0S-I

1.05S

i. 022
I. 000

1• O22

I.OO8

1.02,0

].. _J_O

1.004

,994

.980

.980

0

0

.56

.18

0

.38

.25

.42

.29

,48

.45

,07

.]_

.09

.17

.27

.36

!. Oq2

.&0

- .Ii

- .04

-.14

-.18

-. 08

-. 03

.04

.Ii

her

2_

3O

32

$3

32

3_

38

39

4O

41

42

ii 53

54

c<
,.'u

i

aia I

0.998

1.026

i.010

.980

.982

1.008

1.008

.998

.984

.986

.988

.988
1.030

1.022

1,042

1.030

1.022

!.OOS

i•028

l. Ol_

1.009

1.02C

!.008

1,028

1.020

i.008

.988

u/a 1

0.02

-.05

- .07

.09

- .04

- .06

- .0!

.06

.07

.08

.06

.07

.!i
t%-,I

.ill

.07

.11

.04

-- • Jr}

0

.04

-.lOi

.04

.06

. i0

.04

.05
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TABTE _ -T- -Jl_i STATE VALUES FOR FIGURE 21

r

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

i0

ii 1

12 ]

1.5. 1

14 !

15 ]

16 ]

17 1
18 I

19 1

2O i

21 '

I 144 0

I O72 .56

1 094 .25

1 084 .42

I Ii0 .29

1 098 .48

I.]28 .32

1.110 .53

l.CO0 I.I0

.890 ,55

.032 -.16

.026 -.13

.022 -,11

,022 .!I

.026 ,09

.026 .!5

.260 .!5

.ORS -.].3

.004 -.02

.020 -.IS

.994 --.03

i Nma- 1

i or f
[ i
I 24 ,,

25
26

27
28

29

50

51

52

Z$

54

55

56

37
58

59

40

41

42 1.144

a/a 1 u/a 1

i.020 -0.i0

1.004 .02

.954 .2S

.944 .40

1.012 .06

]..002 .II

.990 .05

.990 .09

.986 .07
I.O00 ,14

1.014 ._7

.904 .62

.93Z .34
rr.9,_s .27

1.000 .08

.968 .!6

1.008 .04

.976 .20

.992 .04

.962 .OG

0
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TABI.m IX - STATE VALtKI,_S

For Figure 25 For Figure 28

Nuts- a;_q.I u/a I _' ...., _,,u:u- i a/a ! u,lai

beau1
i i O i ! O

2 1.].44 0 2 1.144 0

S 1. 108 .].,S S " .106 .!8

4 !. 072 0 4 i.072 0

5 i. -_ol_ .36 5 1,072 .76

6 1.0,_o .18 S 1.0_6 .]8
t

7 , 1.01 .OS 7 ?..024 .12

8 t,03S .5,.', 8 1,036 .54

9 i .'7° 9 _ .7_

I0 t ! Z6 i9 I 76
i! .9G4 .54 !I .964 J_;_"I

12 1 .56 12 i .56

15 .974 ._5 IS .9_8 .30
14 958 .4]. 14 .9S2 .48

15 C74 .25 !5 .998 .ZO

1G 964 18 ] 6 o,-, ] 8

1.7 92s .36 17 .928 .56
18 _,04 .E4 18 .904 ._4

19 I 96@ -.07 19 .952 0

20 ' .990 .OS _0 .976 .12

t,,4. i
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Figure I. - Schematic diagram of a jet tube.
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Figure 2. - Graphic representation of a timetable in the t,x

• diagram.
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Slope diagram
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Wave diagram
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Figure 3. - Wave propagation in t,x plane. The form at two

moments t I and t 2 of wave approximately represented by in-

dividual wave elements.
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Figure 4. - Passage of a wave through change in cross

section as represented in a,u diagram.
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Figure 5. - Passage of a wave through change in cross section.
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Figure 6. - Passog e of a wave through change in cross section

as represented in t,x diagram.
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Figure 7. - Reflection of rarefraction wave at inlet valves.

Momentary states before and after reflection,
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o

a

Figure 8. - Reflection of a rarefaction wave at inlet valves.

Determination of reflected wave In a,u diagram.

Four cases:

Large valve cross section, reflection of condensation wave 3 I

Smaller valve cross section, no reflection because _2 = 2

Still sinai ler .valve cross section, reflection of rarefaction
wave 3 3

Still smaller valve cross section, reflection of rarefaction

wave _4 and flow through valves at velocity of sound
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Figure 9. - Reflection expressed in t,x diagram.

pany figs. 7 and 8. ]
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Figure I O. - wave propagat ion in let tube. FE/F R = 0.2.
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Figure I I . - Wave propagation n jet tube . FE/F R = 0.4.
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Figure 13. - Tube forms invest igated. From left to right
each smaller cross section is 50 percent of the preceding

one.
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Figure 14. - Wave propagation in the jet tube.
form B.

FEtF R •" 0.4,:
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Figure 15. - Wave propagat ion in let tube.

form C.

FE / FR = 0.4 ;
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Figure 16. - Wave propagation in the jet tube.
form D.

FE/F R = 0.4;
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Figure 17 . - Wave propagat ion in the jet tube.
form E.

FE/F R = 0.4;
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Figure 18. - wave propagation in the jet tube.

form F.
FIE/ F R _ O. 4;
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Figure I0. - Wave propagat ion in the Argus VSRgz jet tube.

F E /F R = 0,4.
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Figure 20. - wave propagation in the Argus vsRgz jet tube.

FE/FR .= 0.4. ICIoser approx imat ion than in f ig. 19. )
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Figure 21 . - Wave propagat ion

FE/F R = 0.4.

in the Argus VSR9Z jet tube.
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Figure 23. - Ratio of newly indrawn quant ity of fresh charge

M" to quant ity orig inal ly present M t as funct i on of f I ight

speed u.
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Figure 25. -Wave propagat ion in jet tube in the case of

leakiness in the valves. FE/F R = 0.2; leakiness 50 percent,

that is AFE/F R = O. I; f I ight speed = 0.64 of veloc ity of
sound.
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Figure 26. -Wave propagation in jet tube in the case of

leakiness in the va Ires 0 FE/FI_ h 0.2; leakiness, I00 per-
cent, that is AFE/F R - .2; fl Ig t speed = 0.64 of veloc it.y
of sound .
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Figure 27, - Rat io of quantity of newly indrawn gas M" to

quantity drawn in with zero leakiness M" plotted against

leakiness tn percentage of fully opened v°alve cross sec-

tion FE/F R = 0,2. FI ight speed = 0.64 of velocity of
sound,
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Figure 28. - Pressure ratio in returning I ignit ingl compres-

sion shock f plotted against leakiness• ISame conditions

as in fig, 27.)
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Ratio of newly indrawn quantity of fresh charge M" tO

quantity original ly present M _ plotted against combustion

pressure.

Figure 29. - Influence of combustion pressure p.
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GAg-DYN._,'TC Ih_¢V_TiGATIONS OF TEE FJLSE-JET TUBE

PART iI

4 . 8U_.._4AR,Y

This investigation will account for the important practical

observation made by Paul Schmidt that the ratio of the effective

valve cross-sectlonal area to the tube cross section m_y not be of

any random magnitude and wJil explain why at too great flight speeds

the Jet tube ceases to open'ate. Chemical sa%d thermodynamic processes

(for example, constituents or mode of fuel-air-mixture fol_nation or

heat losses) are unimport_t in this regard.

i_T2ROLUCTION

In Part I the Jet tube was investigated using the simplest

possible assumption as to the initial condition, namely_ that a

compressed coltmln of fresh charge suddenly expands. The simplifi-

cation thus obtained permitted an elementary insight into the non-

uniform gas motion, even in nonoylindrical tubes. The investigation

attributed the setting-off of the explosion to a compression shock

wave reflected from the end of the tube and it was useful in that

it enabled a prediction as to which tube fon_is that were aerodynam-

ically desirable would also be capable of operating. It was shown

that in tubes tapering toward the rear_ the end portion of the tube

must be cylindrical.

The investigations of Beckert and Sauer are based on very

s_milar simplified initial conditions.

But the combustion does not take place suddenly; instead, it

extends over a rather large part of the working cyc]_e. The conse-

quent variation of pressure with time will be investigated in the

c21indrical tube. Because nothing _s kmown of the combustion as a

function of the condition values, an experimentally determined value

shall be used for the increase of pressure due to combustion; and the

simplified assumption shall be made that the change of state takes

place adiabatically and simultaneously along the whole column of

fresh charge. This assumption presupposes combustion taking place

in that manner. In actual fact, the combustion takes place not

solely from the end cross section of the cohmmu of fresh charge but

from the outside inwardly along its whole length due to the continu-

ous presence of burning revmants of the previous charge.
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Accordingly for the purposes of this investigat[on_ the only
effect of the fuel is the prodaction of a change of state of the
fresh charge. T_e influence of its massupon the motion will be
neglected.

T_e exhaust gases s_ assumedto have the ss_e specific heats
as the fresh charge and their state is assumed to lie on the sa_e

adiabatic cu_e as that of the fresh charge.

These assumptions imply that in the Jet tube a homogeneous gas

initially exists t_rou_out under un_oi._n pressure, upon which_
corlined in a limited space, an adiabatic change of condition is

externally imposed.

Comparison _ith Paul Sc_nuidt's experimental results will show

whether a gas flow corresponding to reality arises under the premises
thus assumed.

This investigation %-Iii be carried out using the R;emann theory

of nonln_ifo_; gas flow, according to which the gas flow is determined

by the propagation of pressure waves. The propagation will be graph-

ically represented in a time-distance diagram. The method of approx-
imation (reference i) to be used for th_'s purpose has been described

in Part I and h_re is assu_med to be familiar.

GAS FLOW !LYRING AN F_TY2NALLY C_UoED CHANGE OF PRESSURE

With an increase of pressure in the column of fresh charge there

arises a pressure difference as compared to the exhaust gases adjoin-
ing the rear face of this col-_v_. This pressure difference results _n

a movement of expansion, _-hich is transmitted to the exhaust-g_as column

as condensation wavos and to the f_'esh-chargs colt_m as rarefaction

waves_ in the manner indicated in the tim_-distanco diagram of fig-
ure I'. The ass_mptlons that the cl_.ange of state is isentro_!c and

that the entropies of fresh charge and exhaust gases are the_same lead

to the further assumption that these waves are produced in pairs con-

slst_ng of a condensation wave and a rarefaction wave of equal strength.

With this method of approximatlon_ only a few of the continuous

series of waves that are transmlttod shall be followed; also as an

approximation, constant gas and sound velocities between them shall

be assumed. Likewise] the continuous _xternally imposed increase in

pressure will be approximated by separate small jmmps_ the position

and magnitude of which will be determined by the experim_ntally

observed sequence of pressure variations, it is assumed that these
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abrupt changes take place simultaneously throughout the whole column

of fresh charge. They are represented in fig_ure l' by solid hori-

zontal lines.

With the definition of the manner which the externally imposed

pressure varies =_ith time, the simplest premises possible for its

variation w_th the distance x sh_ll be defined. Let the imposed

pressure change be taken as uniform throughout the column of fresh

charge. It is then obvious that this change will have no direct

effect on the motion of the gas but only a later indirect effect

caused by the successively ge_erated _:aves that are transmitted from

the end of the column of fresh cha"ge. Pressure variations corre-

sponding to the already existing waves remain; the waves do not

change in strength but do change their rate of propagation because

of the change in the velocity of sound.

In order to conduct the invcstigation_ the relation is required

between the change, in gas velocity Au and the change in velocity

of sound Aa resulting from the wave

2
Au = + --_ Aa

_- i

and the expression for the velocity of propagation of a wave

w=_a +!/

The upper sign applies to a wave traveling in the +x direction; the

lower, to one traveling in the -x direction.

CO_UTATION OF G_ MOV!_4ENT DUE TO GIVEN RISE IN

PRESSURE IN COL[_iN OF FRR_H CHARGE

From pressure measurements on Jet tub_s, it is found that the

pressure rise durJn_ combustion corresponds, for the purposes of

this investigation, to an increase in the sonic velocity Aa=O.04a 1

in 1/15 the time required for a wave to traverse the Jet tube with

a sonic velocity aI of the atmosphere at rest. On this basis, the

rise to the normal value of 2.5 times atmospheric pressure requires

an interval of about 1/5 of the working cycle.

According to the observations of P_I Schmidt, the colu_m of

fresh charge extends for 1/7 the tube length. At the beginning of

the first working cycle, the fresh-charge column is allowed to

expand. Let the quantity of charge distributed through 1/7 of the
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tube length be the proper quantity for continuous tube operation_
the quantity that must be dragonin during each period. This fixes
the maximumpressure during a cycle because that pressure substan-
tial]y determines the quantity dra_nain for the next period. Trnus
for the fi-r.st cycle a max_mtu_pressure of 5.5 times atmospheric and
for the second c_'cle 3.5 t_mes is obtained. The reason for the
lower value for the second period is that a motion process a]resdy

exists from the first period.

The l'atio of maximum effective valve area to tube area is set

at 0.4. The reflection of tile waves at tPe valves has been explained

in Part I. A rough al]_owance shall be made; however, for the mass
and stiffness of the springs by asstumlng a _'adual opening of the

valves to th_,_r ma_mum stroke.

TI,_leinitial phases of tube operation will be treated here rather

than the ultimate oscillatory action because the RJemaml theory

refers to the initial phases. In view of the rather burdensome work

Involved, onl_ the first two periods will be developed. The second

period will give a sufficient idea of the essentials of the ultimate

oscillat oI_ action.

The wave propagation in the time-dlstanss diagram has been con-

stl_cted in figures ?' to I!'. Here the condition of motion and

state of the gas at all tube cross sections and at all times may be

found and along x = construct and t = constant lines the time

sequence of pressure at a given cross section and the d_stribution

of pressure along the axis of the tube at a given time may be read.

a I

As coordinates, take dimensionless time T = t -_- and dimensionlc_ss

dlstance _ = x/_, in which _ = tube length. The slope of a line

of propagation measured from the T-axis is thus a velocity made

dlmension!ess b_ dividing it by a!j the sonic velocity of the ini-

tial state of rest. The values of the states existing at each point

[
arc shown in fig_'es 7' to ii'. INACA co_:_ent: The pair of n_nbers

sho_u_ in each area of figures 7' to ii' are the values of a/a I

(upper) and u/a I (lower), resoectively, The pressure may be ca!cu-

fated from the relation P/Pl = (a/a]) j

In order to permit a better QVer-all view, figare 2' gives a

summary of the wave propagation that is constructed _n detail in

figures 7' to Ii' In fig_re 2'_ pressures above and below atmos-

pheric are indicated by + and - signs, and. the direction of the flow

by arrows.
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The condensation wave_ A' and A" (fig. 2' ), which arise from
the combustion in the first and second cycles_ initiate an outflow
from the end of the tube at greater thg.n atmospheric pressure and
at the w_iocity of sound. Consequently_ the subsequent rarefaction
waves B' end B" are reflected as rarefaction waves C' end C" until
they have liquidated the excess pressure. The still later rare-
faction waves D' and D" are reflected as condensation waves E' and
E"; they produce a conJ.ition of atmospheric rest. This condition
exists in the regions designated I.

At the inlet end, the waves C' and C" initiate the intake period.
Whenthe first wave arrives_ the valves are still closed. From that
momenton, due to their inertia, they gradually open. The first waves
are consequcntly reflected as the rarefaction waves F' and F"; the
last waves are reflected as the condensation waves G' in the first
cycle and not reflected at all in the second.

The first cycle influences the second cycle through waves E',
F', and G'. The fresh charge drawn in during the firs_ cycle is com-
pressed and_ as indicated in _art I_ is also ignited by waves E'_
because obviously no other phenomenonexists that might serve to set
off the explosion. The second cycle begins with this ignition.

WaveG' combines with the pressure waves originating in the
second explosion, thereby reinforcing them.

The rarefaction waves F' are reflected at the end of the]tube
as condensation waves H' and produce at that point inward flow with
a maximumgas velocity of u/a I = 0.18. The boundary of the inflowing
air is shownby a finely dotted line. This air eventually occupies
1/8 of the tube. Th_s phenomenonof inward flow at the exhaust end
of the t_e was experimentally observed by Paul Schmldt and termed by
him "intrusion of air." This phonomenonwas considered unimportant
and hence not treated in Part I of this report because its occurrence
was not so obvious on the basis of the simpler initial conditions
assumedin Part I.

The effect of wavesH' _s to produce, following the combustion,
a _ressure higher than atmospheric at the inlet end_ which exists
until the arrival of rarefaction waves C". These waves C" initiate
the second intake period.

Fig1_e S' shows the variation of pressure with time at the inlet
end, as derived from the time-distance diagram.
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COLEOARISONWITHEXPL_R!_ALLY OBSLRVEDP_JLTS ANDCONCLUSIONS

For comparison, fig,Ja_e4_ shows exi'.erimenta! results obta3ned by
Paul Scln_idt. It is apparent that the calculated pressure diagram
(fig. $' ) substantial!y agrees with hls.

It is of especial interest that an explanation can now be me.de
for the shoulder in the curve H in figure 4', which appears more
or less markedly in all observations of pressure at the inlet end.
It appears also in the pressure diagram that has been cm!cu].ated
(fig. 3' ) and is in fact produced by the, wavesH', which were orig-
inally reflected from the open valves. It _s thus seen to be a ph__nom-
enon of valve operation. The st_ffer the valves are and the more
mass they have the more this shoulder wi!l peak.

On the other hand the comD_rlson shows that the combustion does
not begin suddenly with a constant speed of burning, as has been
here assumedfor the sake of simplicity. The _rre@_larities at the
beginning of the exper_mentally observed pressure rise must be due
to vibration of the valve flaps_ which w_l! be disregarded here.

In Part I, the occurrence of the condensation waves E was found

as a criterion of the tube operab_lity_ from which it was evident that

tubes with a constriction at _he exhaust end are not operable. A

second criterion of operability now appears; .one that simplj expresses

the observation of Paul $c_.uuidt that operablilty is affected by the

opening ratio of the valves, that is, the ratio .of maxi_l_Un effective

open cross-sectional area of the valves to the cross-sectional area

of the tube. In other words, w_th too great an openlng ratio the tube

will not operate.

The explanation for this is found in figure 2,. If the open_nc_

ratio is too gceat_ scarcely any of the waves reflected at the valves

will be rarefaction waves F' but instead preddulnantly condensation

waves G'. The reflected waves H' are then not condensation but rare-

faction _.'aves. This means that the fresh charge will flow _n at

higher pressure and in greater quantity and the pressure level will

thus be raised; but on the other hand, when the reflection cf wave H'

takes place at the open end of the tube an inflow (rebound), or as

Paul Scln_idt calls it as intrusion of air, will not occur but instead_

due to the reversed character of the waves, a premature outflow will

be initiated, n_me!yj before the compression shock wave A" starts the

exhaust process. The Ii_flow of fresh charge thus has the effect of

a we_ intermediate explosion, that is, it creates a cond.Lnsation

wave analogous to C' trays,ling toward the open end of the tube• But

the wave corresponding to H' consequently reflected from the. end of

the tube is now a rarefaction wave that weakens the explosion.
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At the correct smaller valve-openlng ratio there are, on the
contrary as in figure 2' 3 predominantly rarefaction waves F'. By
reflection at the end of the tube, they give rise to the condensa-
tion wave H', which produces the intmlslon of air and strengthens
tho explosion. Thus it maybe seen that the pressure loss in the
valves must be at least so great that the indrawn fresh charge has
a pressure lower than that of the exhaust gas in the tube.

It might also be said_ that wllen the valve-opening ratio is too
great, the combustion creates too little pressure because it must
instead produce volume to maintain the flow through the tube initiated
by H'. The combustion thus continues the process that took place due
to the open valves, namely, displacement of volume. The limiting case
of combustion at constant pressure is approached. The tube is not
operable in that case because a certain progressive change of pres-
sure is necessary in order that enough fresh charge maybe drawn in
for the next period.

It is now also seen that the two requirements stated by
Paul Schmidt, namely, not too great a valve-opening ratio and intru-
sion of ai_ are mutually interdependent; for it has been learned that
with too great a valve-opening ratio the process of continuous flow
throu_] the tube is too predominant over the oscillatory process.
For the development of sufficient pressure during the explosion, a
back-flow at the open end, that is, intrusion of air, is necessary.

INFI,UENCEOFFLIGETSPEEDONOPERABILITY

In the case of the Jet tube in flight, the level of pressure on

the valves is increased by the e_nount of the dynamic pressure, as

compared with the case of the fixed Jet tube. At a sufficiently high

flight speed, the increase is so great that the pressure of the indrawn

fresh charge is not lower than the exhaust-gas pressure in the tube

and the same phenomenon appears as in the case of a too great valve-

opening ratio. Thus at a certain flight speed, the tube will cease to

be operable for the same reasons as in the case of a too great valve-
openlng ratio.

These operating limits should be of more significance than those

computed by Beckert from the limits of combustion set by too lean and

too rich fuel mixtures because the combustion limits are _ite broad

for the range of atmospheric conditions that will be encountered and

may easily be influenced by modifications of design.
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in addition to this previously described injurious effect of
flight speed, there is the effect pointed out in Part I, namely, that
w_th increasing flight speed the compression shock that sets off the
explosion also becomesweaker, assuming the valve-opening ratio is
kept constant.

SHI/TING 0PERA__,_,LD4ITSTOPEP4._THIC_EqFLIGHTSPEEDS

An extension of the operating limits would seemto be possible
throu_ automatic re_lation of the valve-cpenlng area in accordance
with f!i_]t speed because a reduction in the opening ratio with
!ncreasi_@ flight speed would fulfill the requirement c_ a suffi-
ciently great pressure less in the valves. However, it must also
be madesure that a sufficient quantity of fresh charge is drawn in.
This consideration sets the limit to the possibilities of opening-
ratio regu!ation. In this connecticn_ figure 23 of Part I, which
is duplicated as figure 5' in this part, shows that with constant
opening ratio increasing flight speed has little effect on the
indrawn quantity of fresh charge up to a speed of 0.4 of the velocity
of sound; after this point the effect is more marked. The regulating
mechanismstherefore ought not to be operative untie the higher
flight speeds are attained. Figure 5' also gives a basis for esti-
mating the possible scope of the regulation. At a flight speed of
0.8 of the velocity of s_md, the reduction in the opening ratio
ought to be about 25 percent.

_other simpler possibility is suggested in f_gure 6'. The
full effect of the impact pressure is prevented by meansof a cap
_n front of the tube. This cap will also reduce the flow resistance.
The cap can be so formed that approximately atmospheric _ressure will
be attained at the annular slit _here the fresh charge enters, regard-
less of fii_it Speed. The introduction of air through the slit must,
of course, be so arranged that turning losses are avoided.

REDUCTIONOFINTERNAL-FLOWRESISTANCE

It maybe asked whether it is possible to induce the oscillatory
process by meansother than valves with high flow reslstance. One
possibility would appear to be the positive mechanical regulation of
the inlet area. It would then be possible to choose a relatively
greater o_en_ngratio maintained _ver a shorter time, rather than a
smaller opening ratio operative for a relatively long t_me. On the
one hand, the flow losses would then be less; and on the other, the
opening of the valves could be madeto occur as late as possible and
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with maximtm_suddenness. Late opening would produce strong rare-
faction waves F' because the valves would still be closed when the
first _aves C' struck them; and sudden opening would result in strong
condensation waves G'. Both these effects would strengthen the subse-
quent explosion and thereby increase the thrust.

SUMMARY

By taking into account the course of the development of pressure
by cembustion_ a new inslght has been obtained into the processes of
motion within the Jet tube, an insight that explains a nt_ber of
empirical observations, namely: certain particulars of the sequence
of pressure variations; the existence .of an optimum valve-opening
ratio; the occurrence of an intrusion of air; and the existence of a
flight speed above which the Jet tube ceases to operate.

At too great an opening ratio or at too great a flight speed,
the continuous flow through the tube is too predominant over the
oscillatory process to permit the occurrence of an explosion powerful
enough to maintain continuous operation.

Certain possible meansof making the operation of the Jet tube
more independent of the flight speed and of reducing the flow losses
were proposed and discussed.

Translation by EdwardS. Shafer,
National Advlsory Committee
for Aeronautics.

i. Schultz-Orunow, F. :
p. ]25.
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Figure 6' , - Jet tube hay ing cap in front, to reduce effect

of impact pressure on valves.
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